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    Device Search tip

    The names of the programmable devices in our database don't contain all characters, shown at the top of the chip or mentioned in a datasheet section part numbering. The names of the chips in our database contain all characters necessary for identification of the device, but don't contain such codes, that have no influence to the programming, for example temperature code, speed code, packing type code, etc. . If such code letter is at the end of the name, it should be omitted 

 Examples:    	 devices Am27C512-150, Am27C512-200 and Am27C512-250 should be searched as Am27C512 
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    Looks like you're lost.

    Well that was not supposed to happen
    
        This link has nothing to show, maybe you mistyped the link or followed a bad one.

        Please use the search field above to search what you are looking for.    
 
    	If you got here from an external link, please, notify the admin of the site, that they are linking a broken link.
	If you got here from elnec.com then please, notify us.
	If you typed this address on your own, try going to the home page of elnec.com and navigate from there.


    



               
    


            
        

        
        
                
    
                            Our website uses cookies 🍪 by default to provide services and anonymous visitor analysis without processing any personal data.

                    
        For the proper functioning of this website, we recommend turning on cookies 🍪.

                            Refuse
        Accept personalized cookies
                    Settings
        More info
    
    




    
        
            For the proper functioning of this website, we recommend enabling JavaScript.
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        Cookies settings 🍪

        
                     Cookies and how we use them on elnec.com

                     
        Below are the purposes and recipients of the cookies we use and how we use them. Most browsers support cookies but you can set your browser to decline them and delete them whenever you like. However, some functions of our website may not work as they should if cookies are not enabled.

                    When you click the "Accept personalized cookies" button,
your IP address will not be anonymized for Google Analytics otherwise your IP address will be anonymized for Google Analytics.


        When you click the "Refuse personalized cookies" button,
your IP address will be anonymized for Google Analytics.


                    When you click the "List of purposes" button, it will show you purposes for processing cookies.


        When you click the "List of recipients" button, it will show you recipients for cookies.
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